
































































































FINLAY,  5jANITARY  PIONEER AND
BENEFACTOR OF MANKIND
DECEMBER 3, 1833-AUGUST  20, 1915

By AR~STIDES  A. MOLL, Ph.D.
Scientijc  Editor, Pun American Sanitary Bureau

N 0 more typical Cuban city may be found than the old Puerto
Principe,  now called Cama,giiey,  set in a land of plenty with

green canefields, fat cattle, and virgin forests. It ha,s  produced men
of note, such as the two most famous Agramontes, Ignacio, the hero,
and Rristides, the scientist. The same city prides itself on being
also the pla,ce  where Juan Carlo&  Finlay  Bar& was born on a ddy,
December 3, 1833, writ large in the annals of American medicine. As
the surnames suggest, through his veins ran the same two bloods,
Scotch and French, blended in another prominent son of the West
Indies, no less a person tha,n Alexander Hamilton, and in many
another great American. Guiteras, the loyal disciple from whose
sketch so many of these dat,a are borrowed, has stressed the bappy
combination of the best qualities of the  two races in the most noted of ,,
Cuban investigators: the persistence, common sense, logical mind,
and fondness for abstractions of Hunter’s countrymen, and the lively
imagina’tion,  pleasing ways and politeness of Pasteur’s fellow citizens,
plus that longing for glory which, ludicrous in mediocrities, lends new
brilliance to real greatness, This fails to take into account certain
virtues held in common by both nationalities, among them an ad-
venturous spirit and inquiring bent, and some gifts often shown by
men of mark everywhere: unselfishness, passion for study, devotion
to mankind, high ideals, kindness, and the religion of duty.

In gloomy days indeed Finlay  came into this world. A few years
before, one of the most frightful scourges of mankind, Asiatic cholera,
had made its appearance first in Europe and then in America, without
sparing the West Indies in its career of desolation. A pandemic of
influenza marched in its wake.

However, the pla’gue  from the,  Ganges remained a mere bird of
passa~g”. On  t,he  other hand, the New World tropics had long nursed
another disease, equally disastrous. One country after another and
generation after generation had seen yellow fever make short work of-___-

1 After il  certain pcrind  iu his life his signature always :~ppexrs  as Carlos  Finley, later chmgud to  Carlos
J.  Finlay,  when his son,  Lhc?  present Secrolnry  of ITenlth  of Cnbe, began t,o  practice ruodicine.
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both distance and people. We may accept either Finlay’s interprc-
tntion that the dread vdmito negro,  as Spaniards used to call the disease,
had been present in America since before the  discovery, or Carter’s
correction dating it’s  probable occurrcncc from not carlicr  t,llan  tllc
eighteen01  century and, wit,h  a sort of poet#ical  justice, connoct,ing  it
with the abominable slave  trade (smallpox was also inkoduccd  into
Mexico in Cortk time by a negro servant). The fact is that practi-
cally every land on the western continent saw this menace hovering
over its head. Both the Pacific and the Atlantic coasts down to Chile
and Argentina felt its grim prossure; this pestilence c,limbed  not only
as bigh as S%o  Paula,  but eventually the very sides of the Andes.
In Haiti it fod on the French troops and incidentally helped to bring
about freedom. In the IJnited  States, where  it first appenrcd in
1693, it became the terror of the South until the beginning of the
twentieth century, rea,ching  on the North as far as Boston n.nd  on the
West the Mississippi Valley and boyond. In Philadelphia in the
oft-described 1793 epidemic and in Galveston in 1867 it decimated the
population, while in Nuevo Laredo in Mexico (1903) it attankcd  half
of the people; in Rio de Janeiro it added thousands and thousands to
the death rolls; in New Orleans it took 8,000 lives in 1853, and  :I
single epidemic, that of 1877-78, left behind 16,000, dead and 58,000
convalescents, the cost to the country exceeding $100,000,000.

Charles O’Malley  in Lover’s popular novel was told by Ma,jor
Monson, “What with the seductions of the coffee plantations, the
sugarcane, the monsoons, the brown skins, the rainy season and the
yellow fever, most of us settled there. It,  is very hard to leave  the
West Indies.” Strangely enough, yellow fever may have been the
best defense of the Spanish possessions in the New World, as is proved
by the results of British expeditions of 1741 against Cartagena and of
1762 against Havana.

Neither could Europe keep its ports altogether free from the disease
which, boring its way inland into Spain, caused about 200,000 deaths
in half a century and 20,000 in Barcelona in 1822-24. With a death
rate varying from 15 to 85 percent, yellow fever was the most serious
problem facing the builders of the Panama Canal. When Aspinwall,
the contractor for the first railroad, was asked how many lives the
work had cost, he answered, “One man for each tic, practically all
from yellow fever “, and of the 86,000 employees of the French com-
pany, 52,000 suflered  from bla,ck  vomit and 22,000 died from this
disease or malaria,. In 1 Iavnna  yellow fever  11n,d  ncvcr been quite
extinct for 130 years until  1900, destroying 36,000 persons  from 1853
to 1900, including 12,000 persons in the one decn,dc  1870 to 1879. It
was the specter whose ugly head rose threateningly before the Amer-
ican troops on the very morn of their victory in 1898, even prostrating
one third of the Governor Gcncral’s staff. Against this plague neither
medicine nor empiricism had so far found either remedy or palliation.



Pinlay  tllc  West ludiun, born one hundred years ago, in the  very
year when Chile and Mexico reorganized their medical schools ; when
Ununuc,  one of the  fathers of American medicine, died unaware that
he left behind such a worthy successor; when Beafimont  carried  out
his classical experiments on gastric digestion and Charles Darwin was
in South America laying the foundations for his epoch-making work;
that  Cuban was,  with genial  intuition, to find the solution of the

perplexing riddle. Just two centuries before, the creator of industrial
medicino had been born; three  centuries before, the first nocropsy in
the Now World ha,d  been performed (on a, double monster) in Snnto
Domingo.

It is alwf~ys  int.oresting  to stop to consider the training of men of
genius. In Binky’s  childhood, an aunt came  from Edinburgh to teach
llini  his letters; when  cloven, the  boy was sont to Rnvrc. T h 0 ro

l<s(;ol  :::: I:rlll.  1% -4
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he remained until 1846, when a nervous trouble compelled his return
home and left in his speech traces never to disappear. In 1848  a new
trip for study was made to Europe, ending, after visits to England
and Germany, with enrollment in a Rouen school until 1851. Then
another disease, this time typhoid, forced him again to go back to
Cuba. The next stopping place was to be Philadelpbin, where be
graduated from the Jefferson Medical College in 1855. 7'11~  scl~ool
was already famous as the alma,  mater of Sims, the surgeon, Rrown-
Sequard, the endocrinologist, and the  two Mitcbclls,  both Pinlay’s
teachers: John Kearsley, among the first in sponsoring the theory
of the microbic origin of disease, and his son S. Weir, who reached
fame both as a neurologist and as a writer of fiction.

The Pinlay  family seems to have always had a weak spot for travel
and roaming. After two journeys to Lima the newly fledged prac-
titioner finally settled in Havana. Hero ho linally registered his
diploma in 1857, and wit11  the exception of a temporary change to
Matanzas and a few short excursions abroad, including his memorable
appearance n Washington in 1881,  here he stayed, making his home
and practicing his profession with somo leaning to ophthalmology.

Ganivet, the Spanish writer, has said that what mnttcrs is to keep
the fire burning. In Finlay’s mind live  coals were never missing. The
questions to the fore in his times found him neither indiffcrcnt nor
deaf, as shown by the bibliography of his works so meritoriously got
up by Dr. J. Leroy. There  we find noted his discussions of the Cuban
climate, acclimatiza,tion  of Europeans, communicability of tuber-
culosis, and at a later date, his excursions into philology and mathc-
matics,  his thoughts on cosmogony, and finally his  effective advice on
the prevention of tetanus neonatorum. The onsets of cholera in
1865-68 had served to bring into the open his progressiveness, for he
explained the water-borne charn&er  of the disca.se  and even in 1865
spoke of pre-existing germs.

In 1898, when the epic struggle for Cuban freedom entered its last
phnse,  the  a,ged  patriot promptly offered his services, and yielding
to his urgent requests, an old friend, Dr. Sternberg, at the  tirnc
Surgeon General of the United States Army, assigned him to duty
with the American troops besieging Santiago.

All these enterprises are, however, mere asides. Toward the latter
part of 1858, when barely 25, and not long out of college, Finlay
tackled what was to become his life work, to the  benefit of the  whole
world: the study of yellow fever. He first undertook n research into
the alkalinity of the air at Havana, with the rurturally  disappointing
results set forth in his papers of 1865, 1872, 1873, and 1879. In this
latter year an American commission created to investigate the  cause
of yellow fever reached Cuba. It may be gucsscd  t)hat  one  of the
arty firsI  tIo oll'cr  his coopcr:~tiou  was t)lic:  native  l)liysic:ian  wlro  liatl
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been battling for several years with the same problem. The commis-
sion had finally to confess defeat. Its searching analysis of the various
prevailing theories ss  to the cause of the disease may perhaps have
helped to lead Finlay into new pathways. It also contributed to his
suspecting the mosquito, because of his having read in van Tieghem’s
textbook on botany a reference to the role of the barberry shrub in
conveying the fungus causing wheat rust. This radical change  in his
ideas soon found expression in the declarations before t)lle  1881 W&I-
ington conference as to the spread of yellow fever: “.  . . three condi-
tions nae  necessary . . .: 1, the presence of a previous case within
certain limits of time; 2, the presence of a person apt to contract the
disease; 3, the presence of an agent entirely independent of both the
disease and the patient, in order to convey the disease to a heal&y
individual.” In a distant part of the world that very year another
physician was explaining how to obtain pure cultures of pathogenic
organisms.

Typical of the  man arc the modesty and simplicity surrodnding
this momentous statement. In 1882, the  year when Koch discovered
the tubcrcle bacillus, Finlay astonished the Havana Academy of
Medical, Physical, and Natural Sciences with a specific indictment of
the mosquito, his Scotch caution showing in the insertion of the word
“liypotlietically”. The paper was placed on the table, with no dis-
cussion, those present probably deeming it the work of a crank.
Here begins the most glorious period of our hero’s life: two decades
in which, without allowing himself to be discouraged by the half-
veiled scorn or jeers of his contemporaries, ho held a,loft  the  doctrine
the  final proof of which had to wait until the occurrence of an historical
conflict.

No comparison rmy be made with men such as Oliver Wendell
Hohnes  or Cober or Cortezo or King who, perhaps through having
too many irons in the fire, aft’er  putting forth novel conceptions such
as those  of the contagiousness of puerperal fever and the role of lice in
typhus and of the  mosquito in malaria, left to others the task of
continuing the work. A parallel might more properly be indulged in
with Auenbrugger, whose invention of percussion was rescued from
oblivion by Corvisart 37 years afterward; with Mendel, whose  dis-
covery of hereditary traits found no recognition until more than three
decades la,ter,  when restated b.y Do Vries; and to a lesser extent with
ServPt, whose account of the circulation of the blood (1553) remained
buried for several centuries in a theological trea,tise,  Harvey in the
meantime (1.628) demonstrating independently and forover its true
nature.

It is to bc regretted that Finlay,  to a great extent because of un-
favorable times and environment, should not have been a,ble  to carry
to its logical c*onolusiotl  the  work he bad so clearly sketched. A great
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deal of what others did later he had already tried from the very start,
including experimental bites of mosquitoes, even on himself, and also
serotherapy.

It is a pity to have to touch on the fact on this occasion, but how
ignore it? Attempts have been made to detract from Binlay’s glory
by bringing into the picture the names  of those who either alluded
before him to mosquitoes in connection with yellow fever  or after-
ward so completely verified his theory. (Rush in 1793 a,ttributed
yellow fever to miasmas from swamps, neglected ditches, etc., and
the Philadelphia Academy of Medicine in 1797 called the Governor’s
attention to the subject,. The zrbundancc  of mosquitoes in yellow
fever years had been noticed by Rush himself in 1797; by Vaughan in
Wilmington in 1802 ; by Crawford in 1805 ; by Wightman in 1833 in
St. Augustine; and in 1853 by Wood in Centerville, Beyrenheydt in
Biloxi, Miss., Dowler  in New Orleans, and Barton in Clinton, La.
Blair in British Guiana 118521  stated that the mode of spread of yellow
fever suggested insect life, and Greenville Dowcll in 1876 reported
that the cause was animalicular or fungotic or of the same nature
a,s  the Egyptian locusts,  stressin,cp  the similar effect of heat and cold
on yellow fever and mosquitoes and gnats.) It is a fa,ct  tlrat  Nott
had connected (1848) the mosquito and the ” Sia,rnese  disease “, but
also speaking of probable insect or a,nimalicule  origin, and his
indefinite general cha,rges  cover various o&or  conditions, including
cholera. Bearrperthuy, another adlcged  pioneer (1853)) while more
concrete, follows a system resernblin, (7 Nott’s, and  even t,ltough  rofor-
ring to a mosquito with striped legs-it may not oven be the At&s
aeg?/2?ti---it  is to exonerate it, and so far is he from understanding the
true role of the insect that he makes it go to the swamps in search of
the infection.

Coming now to those who, treading in Finlay’s steps, geincd
deserved credit, their generous ncknowledgmcnt,  of his priority has
long been on record:

W. Reed, J. Carroll, A. Agramonte,  and J. W. Lazear,  Preliminary
Note, 1900; “Having fsiled to isolate R. ieteroides  either frorn the blood
during life or from the blood and organs of cadavers, two courses of
procedure in our further investigations appeared to be deserving of
attention, viz., first, a careful study of the intestinal flora in yellow
fever . . . or, secondly, to give our attention to the theory of the propaga-
tion of yellow fever by means of the mosquito-a theory first advanced
and ingeniously discussed by Dr. Carlos Pinla,y,  of Havana, in 1881.
We were influenced to take up the second line of investigation by reason
of the well-known facts connected with the epidemiology of tltis  disease,
and of course by the brilliant work of Ross and the Italian observers
in connection with the theory of the propaga.tion  of malaria by the
mosquito. We were also much impressed by the  valuable observa-
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tions made  at Orwood and Taylor, Miss., during the year 1898, by
Surg. Henry R. Carter, United States Marine Hospital Service.”

Maj.  Walter Reed, Address, 1901: “TO Dr. Cnrlos J. Binlay,  of
Havana, must be given, however, full credit for the theory of the
propagation of yellow fever by means of the mosquito, which he
proposed in 5~  paper read before the Royal Academy in that city at
its session on the 14th day of August 1881. From that date to the
present time, Finlay has made a number of vn;luable  contributions
t’o the origin and mode of trunsmission and the prevention of yellow
fever.”

Maj.  V.  Havard, surgeon, IJnited  States Army, chief surgeon,
Huvana:  Report of February 8, 1901: “The a.nnouncement  long ago

Occupying the center of the
patio is a bust of Finley, the
benefactor of mankind, who
for 20  years fought to con-
vince the world that yellow
fever is transmitted by the
bite of a moscluito.

made by Dr. Carlos Finlazy,  of Hnvsnu,  thut mosquitoes were the
agents of transmission in yellow fever has been verified and scientifi-
cally demonstrated by Mnj. Walter Reed, surgeon, United States
Army, and his colleagues, in the most conclusive manner.”

A&j. W. C. Gorgas,  surgeon, chief sanitary officer, Havans, report
of March 29,1902,  to Brig. Gen. L. Wood: “The Army Board of which
Major Reed was President, having demonstrated in 1900 the mosquito
theory of Dr. Finlay.  . .”

Maj.  W. C. Goryas,  surgeon, chief sanitary officer, report of July
12, 1902, to Brig. Gen. L. Wood: “They took up the theory advanced
by Dr. Cnrlos Pinluy, of Hsvana, in the year 1880 (sic), that the Ste-
gornyia mosquito was  the sole means of the transmission of yellow
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fever. Dr. Finlay had maintained this theory for some  20 years, and
had done considerable experimental work in this direction.”

Who then could deny the paternity of the idea? Who dispute the
credit, if not denied, at least minimized, when the very enormity of
the success amazed the former adversaries or unbelievers? Among
them we find some of the very men who did not hesitate in assigning
to Manson  the lion’s share in the remarkable determination by Ross of
the role of the mosquito in malaria. Had the 1900 commission con-
firmed, not Finlay’s doctrine but the other subject investigated,
namely, Sanarelli’s assertions, would any one attribute to its members
the glory of having discovered the yellow fever bacillus? Had tho
theory turned out to be wrong, would any ownership have been
claimed by those verifying it at the last minute and 8,s  a final resource?
Has Columbus’s fame suffered from having a storm cast the  Vikings
ahead of him on the American mainland; from having most decided
misconceptions as to his discovery, and having only on his third trip,
almost as if by chance, landed on the tierraJirme  which was to bear a,n
adventurer’s name?

So certain did Finlay feel that the commission was only going to
verify his theory that he put into their hands all his data and notes.’
From his own laboratory came the eggs used by the commission in
hatching the mosquitoes for its experiments, and these, by a strange
coincidence, took place in Los Quemados, the hamlet where Finlay
himself had carried out his original studies 20 years before.

Let those doubting that the work done after Finlay was mainly
confirmation and amplification--most brilliant indeed-recall that
Ross, the Finlay of malaria, after preparing for his task and having at
his disposal Manson’s advice and Laveran’s findings which permitted
him to look for definite organisms in the body of the  mosquito, spent
3 long years before being able to utter the joyful eureka of the
scientist who has reached the goal. (Agramonte has told us how, the
first experiments of the commission proving a total failure, the  theory
was going to be discredited again; then Carroll fell sick unexpectedly
on August 30, 1900. The same insect was used to infect the next
Army volunteer. By another trick of fate, the decisive experiments
occurred during the absence of the chief of the commission, in the
United States.)

Both fairness and candor compel one to add that the masterly
clear-cut report of the 1900 Commission proved the decisive factor in
bringing about general acceptation; so far lacking, of the Finlay doc-
trine, especially after its further confimation  by the commissions sent
by the Pasteur Institute to Rio (1901) the Liverpool School of Trop-
ical Medicine to Par& (1901),  and the United States Public Health and
Marine Hospital Service to Veracruz (1902-03), and by such workers
as Guiteras in Havana and Ribas in SZo  Paulo. The 1900 Com-
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mission carried out its work with mosquitoes hatched from the eggs
furnished by Finlay,  following his methods of experimentation in U&O,
but improving on them by taking into consideration Carter’s observa-
tions as to the length of time separating primary (infecting) and
secondary cases of yellow fever. In addition to other volunteers,
two members of the Commission offered themselves to the bites of
mosquitoes. Of 11 nonimmune persons, bitten by conta,minated
mosquitoes, the first 9 showed no signs of disease, while the two vol-
unteers (one of them a member of the  Commission, Dr. Carroll)
bitten subsequently (Aug. 27 and 31), developed the disease.
Carroll’s infection was brought about by a mosquito which had been
fed on 4 cases (2 severe and 2 mild) of yellow fever, and on 1 of the
severe cases just 12 days previously. The other patient was bitten
by four contaminated mosquitoes, one of them the one which had
infected Carroll. Of the 9 negative cases 6 were bitten by mosquitoes
feeding on patients from the fifth to the seventh day of the disease,
and in the remaining 3 the interval between contamination and biting
the volunteer was only from 2 to 6 days. From the work of the Com-
mission the following definite data emerged: That yellow fever cannot
be transmitted by contact or association either with persons or articles
infected, that insofar as then known, the disease is solely transmitted
by the mosquito now called Aedes aegypti (other potential vectors
were discovered afterwards) which must have bitten a yellow fever
patient in the first 3 days of the disease, that it takes the virus about
10 days to develop in the mosquito, and that typical yellow fever
develops in nonimmune persons on the fourth or fifth day after being
bitten by infected mosquitoes. The campaign against yellow fever
was Qlereafter placed on a solid basis, thus furnishing one of the
happiest instances of internationa,l  cooperation in a field of utmost
importance to mankind.

If E’inlay himself could not complete his task, the blame must be
largely assigned to inadequate resources and unfavorable environ-
ment, and also, even disregarding the question of official support, to
the lack of two most precious weapons available to the 1900 Commis-
sion: a knowledge of metoxeny (the change of host of certain parasites
discovered by Rbilgaard in 1790 and extended by Kiichenmeister in
1851) and of Carter’s extrinsic incubation period theory (1898)
already observed in West Africa by Ferguson in 1839 and then
neglected. The latter fact may have been overlooked by Finlay
through his living in a country where yellow fever was endemic and
not merely epidemic. These two findings supplemented his own,
suggesting the best time to get the patient’s blood and to make a
mosquito bite with more probabilities of securing an infection. It was
not Moses alone who, after leading his people to the Promised Land,
could not set foot in it.
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Enlay  felt so sure of his facts that he  was aiming at preventive
inoculation rather than further verification, and in 1900 his series
already included 102 cases. His experimental failures derived at least
partly from his chivalry. After having promised his volunteers that
the inoculations would be essentially harmless, he could not bring
himself to try more drastic methods. (It is not so well known that
the first experimental inoculations in yollow fever were  made in
Philadelphia in 1802 by a medical student, Stubbins Firth,  on himself
and on animals.)

No matter from what angle the subject is studied, the fact remains
that Binlay’s views proved true; that his pioneer direct experiments,
beautifully planned, failed only in details (had he only been able to
exchange a few words with Carter in those days!); that the insect he
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singled out was the vector of yellow fever; that the antimosquito
work so masterfully put into execution by Gorgas had been antic-
ipated by him; that he was the first to point out a specific mosquito,
among hundreds, as the carrier of a specific disease, thus becoming,
with Manson, the pioneer in the significant conception which rounded
out Pasteur’s microbic doctrine with the entomologic factor, and
redeemed for civilization areas long the prey of disease and death.
How truly could Gorgas say in 1915, “No country owes a greater
debt of gratitude to Dr. Finlay than does the United States. Dr.
Finlay was the first explorer in the field of research relating to the
transmission of yellow fever. * * * The United States would
have lost thousands of its citizens and hundreds of millions in wealth
during the past 20 years if Havana continued as a focus of *yellow
faver. It was Dr. Finlay’s brilliant and logical reasoning that first
suggested that the steyomyia  mosquito was the transmitter.”

It was a Baltimore physician, Dr. John Ruhrah,  who suggested in
1928 that American physicians should see to having Finlay’s birth-
place marked with a suitable memorial tablet.

It seems impossible to imagine the success of the 1900  yellow fever
commission but on the basis of the Finlay doctrine. It is easy to
conceive Finlay’s vindication had an open-minded governor, when
faced by an epidemic, made the decision to try a campaign against
mosquitoes. Those fond of dilating on the “ifs” of history might
do worse than speculate on the fact that had Finlay’s ideas found
acceptation when first advanced, Spain might have been able to keep
Cuba and Puerto Rico, and the French had a fair chance to build
the Panama Canal.

No man is a prophet in his own country, we are told. Finlay
belied this saying, and national and foreign honors brightened his old
age: he was chief of the public health service of his native country;
president of the American Public Health Association; honorary doctor
of two Philadelphia medical schools; an ofEcer in the Legion of
Honor; recipient of the Mary Kingsley medal of the Liverpool school
of tropical medicine, and, last but not least, of the generous tribute
of American republics, and finally, there was the posthumous naming
after him of institutes, laboratories, orders, and even a subgenus of
mosquitoes. These honors reached a climax in the resolution of the
Fourth Pan American Medical Congress in Dallas, in 1932, declaring
Finlay’s birthday t’he  day of American medicine.

The Sixth International Conference of American States, held in
Habana in 1928, placed itself on record as follows: “Whereas Dr.
Carlos J. Finlay,  of Habana, was the first to announce, supported
with experimental evidence, the scientific doctrine of the transmission
of disease from man to man through an intermediary agent, thus lay-
ing the foundation for the prophylaxis of yellow fever; therefore, it is
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agreed that his discovery be acknowledged and the credit he deserves
for that epochal achievement be proclaimed, as a tribute of admiration
from this conference”

There are men whose disappearance is remembered by their fellow
creatures after 1, 5, 10 years; some are still recalled after 50 years;
a select group demand centennials, and small indeed is the number of
those allowed millennials. I feel no hesitation in stating that, ten
centuries from now, the American nations will still render full homage
to Finlay if they know how to commemorate, together with their
heroes and poets, their scientists, - in other words, all their sons who
best served them. These are sad days for celebrations. A troubled
humanity, pressed by the cares of the moment, can barely stop to
glance at the past. In the medical field alone, the anniversaries of
Koch and Ramazzini in Europe, and of IJnanue  and now of Finlay
in America, are instances to the point. (Later information impels
the writer to modify this statement considerably, 8,s  meetings in
honor of Finlay will be held by the medical profession in the capitals
of most American countries, including Washington, D.C., as well as
in Madrid and Paris. The Government of Colombia is having his
bust placed in its National Health Department building, and the
city of Paris is going to name one of her streets after him.)

Bright indeed Finlay’s glory; it is, however, all inclusive, as it
embraces equally his forerunners, contemporaries, and successors in
the work: first of all Beauperthuy, who, while studying the treatment
of leprosy, died in the  Demerara penitentiary; Delgado, the ideal
collaborator; Lazear who, still a young man, paid with his life for tho
stupendous victory; Carroll, who also contracted the disease; Reed,
whose achievement yields only to Fir&y’s;  Agramonte; and with
them. Guiteras,  the faithful follower with his acute mind and pleasant
style; the mcmbcrs  of the subsequent European and American Com-
missions; Carter, grand old man of the fight against mosquito-borne
diseases; Utiguanssti,  who, without having heard of Finlay,  expressed
similar ideas shortly afterwards; and the whole legion who put to
such practical use Finlay’s principles: Gorgas,  the leader of successful
mass sanitation; the two Brazilians Ribas and Cruz; the Mexican
Liceaga; and all those still tirelessly pushing the campaign which will
eventually rid the world of one of its most dreadful scourges.

A pathfinder and a thinker, decipherer of vast problems, opening
new routes in both medicine and public health, Finlay stands out for
his perseverance, his faith and his goodness. Great among the great,
Gniteras called him; great indeed for his courage, his foresight, his
equanimity, and his modesty, and even for the atStacks  of those critics
who tried to tear a,way  sonic  of his deathless laurels, as green now as
ever.


















































